
 
 

July 2017 NEW YORK UBE BAR RESULTS 
 

 6,802 out of 9,932 candidates passed – 68% 
 3,130 of all candidates were unsuccessful – 32% 
 86% of first-time takers from ABA accredited law schools passed 
 48% of foreign-educated lawyers passed (57% first time) 
 

New York requires a UBE passing score of 266 points. Based on the values assigned to the various components 
of the exam, the following breakdown demonstrates what is required to achieve a 266 UBE score: 
 

Uniform Bar Examination 
Components 

Each Category’s 
Percentage 

Toward Final 
Score 

Total Scaled Score To 
Reach Benchmark 

Written (essays plus MPTs) 50 percent 133 (50% of 266) 

Multistate 50 percent 133 (50% of 266) 

Final Score 100 percent 266 (100% of 266) 
 
A deficiency in one component of the exam may be overcome by success on the other; remember, you need not 
reach the benchmark in one category as long as you make up for the shortfall in the other.  

 
SUBJECTS TESTED ON THE MEE

 
Essay 1   
Torts:    Abnormally dangerous activity (fireworks), danger invites rescue, negligence of  
    independent contractor. 
Essay 2   
Constitutional Law:  Eleventh Amendment state sovereign immunity from money damage claims in 
       federal courts, but no immunity from injunction claims against state officials in their 

 official capacity, the dormant commerce clause. 
Essay 3 
Secured Transactions:  Finance company fails to file a financing statement and is cut off by bank that does 

 file on debtor’s (garment manufacturer) accounts receivable.  Also, once an account 
 debtor is notified of the assignment of its account, it must pay the assignee (the 
 bank). 

Essay 4 
Wills/Trusts:   Valid execution of a will, interested witness and a subsequent codicil,   

  incorporation by reference, and Rule Against Perpetuities. 
Essay 5 
Evidence/Crim Pro:  Miranda warnings, public safety exception, hearsay, out of court statement’s effect  

 on the listener, present sense impression, excited utterance, and admission of a 
 criminal defendant. 

Essay 6 
Civ Pro/Conflict of Laws: Improper service of process and properly raising that objection, amending the 

 motion to dismiss, choice of law in federal diversity case, choice of law clause. 



 
 
 

APPROXIMATE RAW TO SCALED ESSAY SCORE CONVERSION 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scaled Raw 
20 to 30 1 
30 to 40 2 
40 to 50 3 
50 to 60 4 
60 to 70 5 
70 to 80 6 


	Final Score

